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hamilton island home

m a r i n e  w o r l d

PhotograPhs  mads mogensen  Production +  words  martina hunglinger

Designed by an architect with a love of  water, this three-bedroom  
house is surrounded by it, in pools and ponds as well as the ocean.

this Page Looking out from the main 

living area over a plunge pool, which 

turns into a lap pool along the side of  

the house. ‘shell’ ottoman, ‘island’ coffee 

table, ‘sahara’ rug and ‘cove’ armchair, all 

by Paola Lenti. oPPosite Page a seating 

area on the upper terrace is surrounded 

by a water garden. Below it is a large 

barbecue table with a nearby lounge 

setting for relaxed entertaining.
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 T
he brief  for the home on these pages was surprisingly 
simple. “The client said that all he wanted was a three-
bedroom house,” says Sydney-based architect Renato 
D’ettorre. It’s a statement that might sound a touch dull 
and even suburban, were it not for the fact that the home 

being discussed was a tropical hideaway, located on the idyllic 
Australian paradise of  hamilton Island. 

For Renato this was something of  a dream job, providing him 
with an opportunity to use the resource that most inspires him, 
water. It’s a fascination that began when he was a child in Abruzzo, 
in central Italy. “We would go to the countryside and I was always 
attracted by rivers, creeks and springs, by their sound and 
movement,” he says. “Water has always been used as an essential 
feature in the history of  architecture in great civilisations. It’s 
important because it softens the elements around it.” he is especially 
passionate about Islamic architecture and the way in which water 
plays an integral role in those buildings. 

The American owner of  this home, called Solis, was familiar 
with Renato’s work on hamilton Island and knew immediately he’d 
found the right person for the job. Working on the basis that each 
piece of  land is unique and special, Renato began by photographing 
each rock on the site. It took him four hours. “You have all these 
beautiful rocks and I wanted to figure out how to fit the house in 
between them without removing too many, so that the design fitted 
the space – not the other way around,” he explains.

There were other limitations, too. The need for a maintenance-
free house reduced the appeal of  timber. At the same time, hamilton 
Island has tight restrictions on colour: all buildings have to be 
harmonious with the vegetation, so white was not an option. The 
architect decided on concrete, knowing it would reflect the 
landscape sympathetically. “With concrete you get that instant 
colour I was looking for,” says Renato. “It’s soft, so it doesn’t give 
you a flat, synthetic look. Instead, it’s all patches, wonderfully 
uneven and natural, so you see the texture and it blends beautifully. 
I chose grey as the base because all colours work well with it.” 

It was important for the architect to create interest from every 
angle. “In my opinion a house should be bi-dimensional, having 
views towards the ocean and the courtyard. one should not know 
where the front or back is,” he says. Renato has achieved this by 
surrounding the house with ponds, shimmering pools, gently 
foaming cascades and, of  course, the sea. Solis is not just a treat 
for the eye, but for the soul as well.

Getting the balance of  materials right was of  paramount 
importance, particularly the amount of  concrete used. By keeping 
it away from larger walls and using a combination of  techniques 
including béton brut, which gives the impression of  a timber surface, 
the architect has achieved the desired textural softness. Glass is, 
of  course, essential for tropical living and provides a perfect 
complement to the concrete. It ensures that this is a house that 
can move between seasons, covering up when necessary. Finally, 
Renato chose travertine limestone for its empathy with the concrete 
but also because its texture and colour work well in the heat. he 
points out the holes in the stone, “like Swiss cheese”, reminding 
us that, like water, travertine is a primal element. 

“concrete doesn’t give you a flat, synthetic 
look. instead, it’s wonderfully uneven.”

these Pages in keeping with tight 

building restrictions on the island, 

the house was designed to blend 

in with the surrounding wild 

nature. the gardens are filled with 

a huge of variety of native and 

tropical plants, grasses and trees.
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this Page architect renato d’ettorre custom-designed this 

table for the dining area. ‘hola’ chairs by hannes wettstein 

for cassina. the painting is winter cypress by Kathryn ryan 

and the sculpture is a stitch in time by Lincoln austin. 

oPPosite Page, aBoVe a grand staircase leads down to the 

ground-floor kitchen, dining, living and barbecue areas and 

two of the home’s many water features. oPPosite Page, 

BeLow Looking across the living area to the plunge and lap 

pool. glass panels on the right slide around for weather 

protection. ‘Landscape’ floor mattresses by Paola Lenti.
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The house itself  is an interconnected series of  living spaces designed 
to encompass the many moods of  a tropical existence. There are places 
for entertaining and intimate spaces for relaxation that offer shelter 
from the sun and a pause for contemplation. As for those rocks, the 
house is indeed built around them. Renato is especially proud of  the way 
the main bedroom seems to interact naturally with the rock behind it. 
“They have a very special relationship,” he says. “The rock is ever present 
in the sleeping area and far better than any sculpture.” 

In the kitchen, next to the dining area, he has created something 
that is both wonderfully simple and starkly modern by hiding the cooking 
activities in a block integrated into the open-plan space. In a country 
where inside-outside cooking is popular it is the perfect solution. 

on the top floor, decor has been kept largely white, for its obvious 
cooling and calming qualities. At the same time it delineates this level 
from the other areas. on the ground floor, a plunge pool off  the living 
area turns into a lap pool along the side of  the house, and in the basement 
(the only part of  the house without direct sunlight) is another plunge 
pool, where the owner and his guests can retreat when the mercury is 
at its hottest. A cascading waterfall curtain and intense turquoise water 
create a grotto-like effect, while bare feet almost glide along mirror-like 
floors, polished with a diamond grinder. Free and easy movement is 
encouraged by steps that connect the separate living areas and which, 
with the addition of  cushions, effortlessly become sitting areas. 

At Solis the garden is built like a labyrinth so that visitors can absorb 
the experience gently, following winding paths and allowing mind and 
body to wander freely. Underfoot, soft grass adds to the lush experience 
of  paths filled with native plants and trees. “This house is designed to 
both entertain and relax,” says Renato. “It’s a house that can reflect 
whatever mood you happen to be in, as it should do.”

this Page Looking across to the dining 

area, kitchen and staircase. in the far corner 

is the barbecue seating area, with ‘saler’ 

sofas and table by gandia Blasco. oPPosite 

Page, aBoVe the decor upstairs is mainly 

cool and calming white. Bed by alias, ‘ray’ 

rug (on floor), ‘Marea’ rug (on bed) and ‘nido’ 

ottoman, all by Paola Lenti. oPPosite Page, 

BeLow the panoramic terrace is one of  

the owner’s favourite spots, with its open 

views of the island and ocean. ‘Lipstick’ 

chairs and table by gandia Blasco.
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this Page, cLocKwise froM toP Boundaries 

between outdoors and indoors are kept minimal, 

even in bedrooms. Painted-metal artwork by tom 

wesselmann. ‘clip’ chair and table by gandia 

Blasco. it’s a similar story in the main bathroom, 

where interior leads seamlessly to exterior. one 

of the home’s many water elements – a pool in 

the gardens. oPPosite Page at dusk, spotlights 

in the plunge pool play to theatrical effect.

S p e e d  r e a d
this three-bedroom house on hamilton island gave architect 

renato d’ettorre the chance to use his favourite resource – 

water. + the house is surrounded by pools, ponds and cascades, 

as well as the ocean. + it was built with minimal disruption to 

the surrounding rocks, and renato chose concrete as the main 

material to blend into the landscape. + the building is a series of 

interconnected living spaces that encompass the many moods 

of a tropical lifestyle. + the kitchen and dining, living and 

barbecue areas, and even the plunge and lap pools, all merge 

into each other, allowing for easy movement between them. 

“a house should be bi-dimensional. one should 
not know where the front or back is.” 


